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covered stalls, swimming pool, solarium and sauna, while the

pioneer of the TPI in Italy, relies on dedicated professionals who

Golf della Montecchia

elegant club house, converted from an old barn for tobacco

offer a wide range of bespoke lessons from beginner to elite.

drying, hosts a pro-shop , two restaurants (one Michelin star), a

Ladies golf instruction and short game clinics are popular with

PLAY GOLF ALL-YEAR-ROUND AT

snack bar and many elegant lounges for meetings, corporate

women golfers. Holidays groups can ask for private competi-

events and banquets. The tees and fairways have been converted

tions and clinics, while companies can choose to have corporate

to Bermudagrass, a turf grass which has led to a drastic cut off

days to maximize their business networking or arrange team

in water consumption and use of fertilizers, while banning

building session to strengthen their employer branding.

SHORT DRIVE DISTANCE FROM VENICE

G

olf della Montecchia is a charming golf venue

pesticides. A commitment to environmental protection that has

managed by PlayGolf54, a group that also runs

earned the course many prestigious acknowledgments, such us

two nearby courses, Golf Frassanelle and Terme

the “GEO” certification and the prestigious IAGTO SUSTAI-

di Galzignano Golf, all located at a short

NABILITY AWARD 2018 FOR COMMUNITY VALUE. The

distance from the beautiful town of Venice, Italy. This 27-hole

unique Performance Center offers ultimate high-tech equipment

course was designed by the architect Tom Macauley and built

for golf indoor (Trackman, Sam Putt Lab, Foresight and KVest)

on an old estate owned by Emo Capodilista. It is a member of

with an ambitious mission: developing a comprehensive training

the “Leading Golf Courses of Europe” and thanks to its techni-

program supported by golf pros, personal trainers, physiothera-

cal features has hosted the Alps Tour twice and the Challenge

pists, nutritionists and mental coaches to help players get their

Tour four times. The facility offers a lit driving range with 20

best performance ever. The Montecchia Golf Academy,
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Golf della Montecchia,
www.golfmontecchia.it
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